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Dear Prospective Customer: 
 

Are you looking for a creative and efficient way of reaching your target 
audience, anytime or anywhere? Well, we have the answer for you. 

Moving Media, 
“Moving Media Forward.” 

 
We are a company that utilizes Mobile Bill boards to reach your target 

audience. The Mobile Bill boards command attention from thousands of 
potential customers, by using eye catching Ads. Imagine potential 

customers seeing your Ad at festivals, on major roadways or sporting 
events! 
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Thank you for your interest in Moving Media. 

We believe strongly in providing you with an unparalleled return on your 
advertising dollar investment. Be ready for flexibility and fantastic results as you 
direct your advertising like never before. Unlike many other forms of advertising, 
we can put your Ads anywhere! Imagine potential customers seeing your Ads… 

 
On busy streets 
In Parking Lots 
Around Trade Shows 
At Festivals (Including Summerfest!) 
In residential neighborhoods 
Around Fairs 
At Sporting Events 
On Interstates 
At Concerts 
In Traffic 
 
What about your competition? Imagine customers watching your Ad 
drive by their business! We offer a different type of outdoor media. It’s 
a real ‘take it to em’ type of opportunity that is unique. 
 

The following information packet outlines several of the endless 
opportunities we offer. 

We guarantee results for your advertising $$! 
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Reach your target markets 
Moving media can place your ads anywhere! 

Imagine the look on your competitors face as your ad goes by. 
 

 
Direct and specific targets are easily 

accomplished with Moving Media. 
 

“Moving Media Forward” 
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Why Moving Media? 

 

  
 

� We are one of the only forms of Media that can take 
your message directly to the consumer. 

 
� We guarantee a high Daily Effect Circulation (D.E.C) 

count. Impression numbers are based on a minimum of 
eight hour campaign. 

 
These benefits are only a sample of what Moving Media 
can do for your marketing plan. We offer a different type of 
outdoor media. It’s a real ‘take it to em’ type of opportunity 
that can’t be equaled. 
 
Mobile Billboard advertising works! We literally can drive 
circles around your competition! 


